Enhancing patient data to drive preventive care

Up to 90% of patient risk is attributed to social determinants of health, individual behavior patterns, and genetics. However, this supplemental information often lives outside an organization’s EHR.

Prescribing anti-hypertensive medications to people with ≥5% risk for cardiovascular disease, and statins to people with ≥10% risk, could save the Australian government:

Preventive measures around the world

A Finnish study used lifestyle interventions (training in diet, physical activity, and behavior modification) with people at risk of developing diabetes.

Results:

A US health plan intervened with diabetic members to prevent cardiovascular episodes, achieving:

Learn how Qlik’s visual analytics platform can embed in your EHR, unlocking valuable insights for delivering preventive care. Watch this demo video to see how you can give your care teams the tools to keep populations healthy.

For more customer stories, webinars and videos showing the impact Qlik is having in more than 2,500 healthcare organizations around the world, visit healthcare.qlik.com.
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